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ABOUT THE EVENT
Developing countries have made fairness-based claims about rule reform since the earliest days of
the GATT. Little has changed since. But the claims which developing countries have actually made,
and how these claims have contributed to their institutional behavior in the GATT and to the
making and application of trade rules have failed to attract the kind of scholarly respectability which
debate about ideal theories of global justice and the economics of trade preferences enjoy. These
claims which developing trading nations make about justice and rules are an important part of
understanding what theories of justice can ultimately bring to improvements in institutional and
trade rule design. We cannot treat these claims - about what I call the “conventional morality” of the
trading order - as irrelevant or mistaken from the outset. Yet I believe we tend to do so, and not
because an ideal theory about global justice must necessarily disregard the notion of sovereignty.
The reason we do is instead best captured by the early, ground-breaking work of an iconic member
of the Fletcher faculty, the late Robert Hudec, who the New York Times described as having
“developed an approach that neither reduced international trade law to economic policy nor made
the law into a kind of formal structure impermeable to politics and diplomacy”. Hudec was one of

the first scholars, perhaps the best-known scholar to take the sorts of claims developing countries
made seriously, without reducing them to a species of economic or legal argument from the outset.
But in the end, he too rejected these arguments. Why did he, and has he influenced us deeply in this
respect? What was he trying to hear from what developing countries said, and why did he consider
in the end that every moral argument about fair trade comes to a screeching halt? We need to revisit
Hudec’s legacy in order to understand both our receptiveness and our bias today against arguments
about right and wrong in trade law and policy.
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